SCHOOL CALENDAR

June
Mon 23  Reports and Portfolios go home
Tue 24  Parent Teacher Interviews
Wed 25  Special Canteen “High Tea”
Fri 27  End Term 2, 2.30pm finish

July
Mon 14  Term 3 starts
Fri 18  Grade 6 Hoop Time
Mon 21  School Nurse Prep Checks
Tue 22  Victorian Child Oral Health Survey

August
Fri 1   Grade 5 Hoop Time
Wed 20  Grade 3 / 4 Hoop time

September
2-5     Grade 5 Camp Coonawarra
Thu 4   Fathers Day Stall
15-16   Grade 3, Camp Oasis

2015 School Photos
Mon 2 March - All School Photos

Other
Recess: 11.00am to 11.30am
Lunch hour: 1.30pm to 2.30pm
Uniform Shop: Wednesdays, 2.45pm to 3.30pm
Canteen Lunch orders to be in by 9am Wednesday and Friday

2014 Term Dates
Term 2 - 22 April to 27 June
Term 3 - 14 July to 19 September
Term 4 - 6 October to 19 December

Message from Assistant Principal

Hi Everybody,

Reports and Portfolios go home Monday 23rd June

On Monday 23rd June families will receive their child's mid-year student report and portfolio. It is important that parents/carers to spend time with your child sharing the work samples in their portfolio and celebrating their successes. Identifying the future learning goals for your child will create a common focus on areas to work toward in the second semester.

I have enjoyed reading each of the Prep - Grade 2 reports and sharing in the wonderful learning experiences and personal growth of each of our students. I would like to commend ALL the teaching staff on their professionalism and many hours of work in undertaking current assessments of all children and producing reports of an exemplary standard.

Parent Teacher Interviews - Tuesday 24th June

By now all families should have received and hopefully returned a request for a parent teacher interview for each of their children.

Mid-year interviews are an important opportunity for parents/carers to discuss with the class teacher their child's successes and future learning goals for the next semester. It is really important that parents bring along their child's portfolio to the interview as teachers often like to refer to examples when discussing a child's progress.

For split families an additional interview form is available on the school website or a phone message to the school will assist to secure an interview time.

Students are required to attend for a full day on Tuesday 24th June with alternate arrangements in place for the later part of the day.

Eastern Region Cross Country
We hope that all our students competing today at the Yarra Glen racecourse have an enjoyable experience and produce their personal best efforts.

Last day of Term 2
A reminder to families that school finishes at 2:30pm on the last day of term - Friday 27th June.

Kylie Fisher
Thank you Lauren Johnstone, Terry Orr and Kate Critchley for your help in the canteen on Friday and Kylie Sheperd for helping on Wednesday. This week’s helpers are Tania Bowden for Wednesday 18 June and Kate Critchley, Jo Nubley and Amy Pologlaze for Friday 20 June.

Order forms came home last week for the “High Tea” which will be taking place next Wednesday 25 June. Please ensure your order is returned to the office with payment by this Friday 20 June. There will not be any soup available this day but the canteen will operate as normal for other lunch orders and open for sales at play times.

Alison
**Workers of the Week**

| Harrison B | PC | Sam M Tea party | 1A | Oliver L | 2G | Cooper B | 5H |
| Kayla C | PC | Tyler G | 1C | Jayden McB | 2N | Jessica M | 5N |
| Finn A | PH | Tristan S | 1C | Lily M | 2N | Emily B | 6F |
| Baleen S | PH | Hannah B | 1M | Cooper T | 2N | Rhiann G | 6F |
| Hayden G | PK | Maximus D | 1M | Ruby C | 3/4B | Ali McB | 6N |
| Rylee H | PK | Tobias C | 1R | Aaron K | 3/4B | Noah P | 6N |
| Chloe P | PK | Luke T | 1R | Megan B | 3/4S | Sam D | 6P |
| Taj C | PS | Dekoda B | 2G | Milly P | 3/4S | Ethan D | 6P |
| Taya C | PS | Lucy C | 2G | Alia T | 3/4V | Kurt H | 6P |
| Charli L | PS | Josh G | 2G | Ashley S | 5C | |

Panda award: Flynn M
Sports Award: Jye P   WOW: Summer T, Mia B, Tristian L, Abbey P

---

**Value of the Week**

**Steadfastness**

| Summer H | PC | Elle B | 3/4S |
| Milly K | PH | Joe B | 3/4V |
| Sebastian P | PK | Zoe C | 3/4V |
| Riley B | PS | Harzel L | 5C |
| Mason D | 1A | Toby OR | 5H |
| Cooper A | 1C | Andrew B | 5N |
| Zakia R-B | 1M | Aaron C | 6F |
| Sam E | 2G | Matt P | 6N |
| Jacob C | 2N | Tayla A | 6P |
| Travis M | 3/4B | |

---

**VALUE OF THE WEEK: MODERATION**

Moderation is creating balance in your life between work, play and rest. It is about having or doing enough of something - not too much, not too little, but just the right amount. If you study all the time or rest all the time, it is not being moderate.
Library Links

Can you help?

With library book covering

With the school year well on its way, I have lots of new books almost ready for the school library...

...but I desperately need help to cover them.

Are you good with tape & scissors?

(I promise there’s definitely NO use of ‘Contact’! And it’s very easy to do!).

Pop into the library (on Tuesday or Wednesday) & see me.

Many thanks, Andree
SPORT SHORTS

INTER-SCHOOL SPORT
Last Friday we played against Ruskin Park Primary School.
The results were the following:
Mixed Netball - Montrose won 35 to 3
Girls Netball - Montrose won 34 - 18
Football - Montrose won 66-47
Soccer - Montrose won 2 - 1
Volleyball - Ruskin Park won 2 sets - 1 set

Congratulations to the Soccer team for claiming their first win for the term and a big thanks to Miss Mitchell and Mrs. Norman for coaching, training and umpiring.

There is no game this Friday but we have our make up game against Pembroke Primary on the last day of term: Friday 27 June 27 - Netball, Volleyball, Soccer are being played at Pembroke Primary
Pembroke Primary does not have a football side so we will play a practise match against ourselves at school

EASTERN REGION CROSS COUNTRY
Best of luck to the following students who are running at the Eastern Region Cross Country today: Tayja, Jemima, Anastasia, Jye, Hayden, Jackson, Nick, Ryan and Ethan. It's a huge achievement to make it this far!

Miss Knell

SPORT STAR OF THE WEEK
Name: Jye P Grade: 3/4S
Nomination reason: For his determined attitude in all sporting activities. Winning the Yarra Division Cross Country.
What's the most important thing about sport? Having fun
My favourite sport is: Basketball and Football
My favourite thing about P.E. lessons: Playing Basketball
My favourite football team: Richmond
My sporting hero: Jack Riewoldt
At lunchtime I like to: Play any kind of sport
The best thing about school is: Sport
My favourite food: Apples
When I grow up I want to be: ... A footy player
You Can Do It!

Last week we had the absolute pleasure of awarding 4 wonderful students for their exceptional organization skills.

Here's what was said at assembly:
This student always comes to school organized and prepared to start a new day. She is always prepared for a lesson and is willing and eager to learn. This student is able to adapt and change as the daily routine changes without hesitation and always takes the time to help others prepare for an activity.
Congratulations to Sienna H, 1R.

In 1C there is a student who has stood out from the rest. Their organisational skills are to be admired. This student is always listening. She seems to be able to tune into the teachers voice even when the rest of the Grade is noisy! She follows all instructions and is quick to start her work. This student looks for anything in the room that is out of place and will quickly fix it up! She loves to keep her table tidy and will sometimes put things away that are not hers, to ensure her table is the tidiest! She takes care while setting out her work and is always keen to offer help to the teacher and other students in any task.
Well done Brianna C, 1C!

This award goes to a student who gets all her schoolwork and homework done, and does it all well. This happens even though she is involved in a lot of extra activities, some at school, some after school, and one which involves a very early start in the morning. In fact she finds time to do a lot of other things that she wants to do in between these activities. She still has time to help others, especially those less organised than herself. Yet she is always cool, calm and collected, and likes to have time to chat with others, and to spend with her friends and family. None of this happens by accident; she keeps track of what she wants to achieve, plans ahead, and uses her time well.
Admirable organisation! Britney W, 5H

This student from 6F does a fantastic job not only in the classroom setting but also in the wider school community. In the classroom she likes to know what events are coming up in the future so she can be appropriately prepared. She is obviously goal orientated and works hard to achieve success. Furthermore, she is also involved in organising events around the school. All this is carried out confidently and without fuss.
Congratulations Summer T, 6F.

Again this week we are excited to be celebrating the organisational skills of 4 very diligent Montrose students.

Here’s what was said at assembly:
The ‘You Can Do It’ Organisation award for 6P goes to a student who is extremely organised in and out of the classroom. They always bring what is required to school and ensure homework and class activities are completed to their highest potential. This student has proven to be enthusiastic and is always happy to give new things a go. They will make sure classmates (and their teacher) are organised enough to keep things on track in our class.
It is a pleasure having this student in our class, congratulations Acacia P.
There is an outstandingly organised student in 6N. When given a task this person quietly contemplates it and plans exactly how she will tackle the task, working out where she needs to devote the most effort, prioritising the order and time spent on the different elements of the task. This person not only works this effectively at school, she applies a similar approach to her homework and other activities in her life, cross country training and her basketball. For the exemplary ways you practice the habits of mind that go with Organisation: setting goals and planning your time, congratulations Riley J, 6N.

This student comes to school with a huge smile on his face and brightens up the 2G classroom every morning. His attitude towards his friends, his teacher and his work is impeccable. He cruises through his day because he is able to plan his time effectively. He is able to complete work quickly and efficiently and move onto other activities. He effectively sets goals for himself and always strives for high standards. His work is neat and orderly and this student consistently keeps his chairbag and workspace tidy. He is a well deserving winner of the ‘Organisation’ key….congratulations to Luke C of 2G.

Hannah is a constant reminder to her peers of what actions a well organised student should promote. At school her chair bag is always tidy, helping her to easily get out the appropriate materials for the upcoming task, and then assist others to get organised. At home, Hannah takes complete responsibility for completing her nightly reading, never offering up excuses despite her choc-a-block sporting schedule. Your efforts do not go unrecognised! Congratulations, Hannah D, 2N.

**Victorian Child Oral Health Survey (VCOHS)**

The Victorian Child Oral Health Survey (VCOHS) is coming to Montrose Primary School on the 22nd and 24th July.

For those families that have been selected to participate in the Survey, a reminder to return your consent form and questionnaire by 15th July via mail or 17th July via school 2014.

Your participation will help contribute to the collection of important and useful oral health data used to improve dental services across Victoria.

For more information about the Victorian Child Oral Health Survey contact a member of the VCOHS research team on (03) 9341 1785 or email vcohs@dhsv.org.au.
Enjoy an action-packed school holidays with a NEW Entertainment™ Membership

With the school holidays approaching, now is the perfect time to buy an Entertainment™ Membership.

Selling for only $5.00, Inc GST, 131355 Melbourne Entertainment™ Membership includes over $20.00 worth of exclusive offers that we will send until 30th June 2015.

For $2.00 of the purchase contributes to our school. The more we sell, the more we raise – please forward this email to your family and friends.

CLICK HERE TO BUY NOW!

"There are no limits on ideas to keep the kids entertained during the school holidays. I took them to the movies, a fun park and bowling, and by the end we’d saved more than the cost of the Membership." — Sarah

Here are some ideas to keep everyone 'entertained' during the holidays!

CLICK HERE TO BUY NOW!

Thank you for your support.

Montrose Primary School
Tanya Ross
Phone: 0437168320 Email: tross.ns@nhs.vic.gov.au

Please remember to reference Montrose Primary School when registering your 2014-2015 Entertainment™ Membership.
Goods and Services

ADVERTISING MATERIAL INCLUDED WITH NEWSLETTER
The Department of Education & Early Childhood Development does not endorse the products or services of any private advertiser. No responsibility is accepted by the Department of Education & Early Childhood Development for accuracy of information contained in the advertisements to claims made by them.

Looking for something to keep your children busy that isn't electronic?
Then call in to

Marbry Pty Ltd
Specialists in Children's Art and Craft Materials
- Paints and Brushes
- Modelling Materials
- Papers and Boards
- Crayons and Pastels
- Pencils and Markers
- Scissors and Glues
- Cardmaking and Scrapbooking Supplies for Mum
- Experienced, friendly staff.

55 Hawtorne Road, Kilbryth 9725 6377
or visit our website... www.marbryycraft.com.au

Les Godfrey Sewing Machine Service
PH: 9728 4108 MOB: 0411 108 577

Mobile Service
Guaranteed Repairs to All Makes
Electronic and Mechanical

44 The Boulevard, Montrose, 3765

Extensive Research Suggests That......

Learning Music Improves Self Confidence

Your Child Deserves This Chance

Enrol NOW in ............
PIANO ON KEYBOARD LESSONS
$16.00 per half hour lesson

* Convenient – in school time
* Inexpensive
* Learn with Friends (max 3 per group)
* All equipment provided
* INDIVIDUAL tuition

ONE FREE LESSON
IF YOU ENROL NOW
Phone 9761 9058

B.L. Gale
Mobile 0415 554 003

Fencing • Paling • Gates
School Holiday Workshops

Drama workshops during the school holidays
Drama Academy

Workshops for children aged 5-12 at two great locations:
Wantirna and Essendon

The difference is dramatic

Call now to book: 9016 8928

Mooroolbark
Community Centre
125 Brice Ave,
9726 5488

Mooroolbark
Library
7 Station St
9726 8200

Montrose Town
Centre & Library
935 Mt Dandenong
Tourist Road
9761 9133/
9728 4224

Lilydale
Library
Anderson St
9294 3120

30 June - 11 July
School Holiday
MOVIE DAYS

LEGOMOVIE
WEDNESDAY
JULY 9
10.30AM

FROZEN
WEDNESDAY
JULY 2
10.30AM

AT DISCOVERY CHURCH
ENTRY BY GOLD COIN DONATION
SAUSAGE SIZZLE AND LOLLIES FOR SALE

DISCOVERYCHURCH.COM.AU - 89 MUNDULLA ROAD, MT EVELYN - 03 9726 2323

FREE SCHOOL HOLIDAY FUN!

Come and have fun at the
Eastern Raptors and NRL Rugby League
School Holiday Development Program.

For ALL Boys & Girls ages 8 to 12yrs

The venue is: Colchester Reserve
Corner of Colchester Road & Beresford Drive,
Boronia

When: Wednesday 9th July '14
Time: 10.30am – 12 pm
Cost: FREE!

No experience necessary
The program is run by fully accredited and
highly experienced NRL Game Development
Officers and local Eastern Raptors accredited
coaches.

DON'T MISS OUT - REGISTER NOW!
Please call 0421 154 776 or email:
secretary@easternraptors.com.au

Get Active with Rugby League
CAMP FOR BUILDING SELF ESTEEM AND CONFIDENCE FOR KIDS!!
On the weekend of Fri. 13th February - Sun. 15th February 2015 $60 Full Fee*

KIDS of GOLD

We have discovered that if you try to build up kids in this amazing area of their lives, they are so glad when adults try they almost do it all for them! This Level 1 camp starts kids off on this exciting adventure, and they usually don’t want to stop! We already have quite a few kids booked in. You can ring for a prebooking, which will hold a space for 21 days, giving enough time to formally confirm the booking.
See www.kidsofgold.org.au for further info, pictures, slideshow etc.

WHAT IS IT? A camp designed especially to build confidence and self-esteem for Primary Kids in Grades 4-6 (& 9yr olds only in Gde 3). Students going into Year 7 in 2015 are still eligible, as well as Grade 3s going into Grade 4 in 2015.
There are 4 Levels that kids can ultimately do if they continue to come! Overcoming issues like shyness, bullying and inability to make friends are some of the areas that parents have seen their kids ‘winning through’ on through this camp. Fun games, low ropes and initiative activities, wall climbing, dramas etc are all in the program.
WHERE IS IT? In the Yarra Valley at the safe and attractive setting of the Lyrebird Park Camp, 510 Beenak Rd Yellingbo It is found in Melways Map 308 K10, and is marked as 1km further along Beenak Road.

FEEDBACK COMMENTS:
"I couldn’t believe how much of a change I saw in her in just a weekend!"
"Both my daughters have been to KOG, one has been there twice, and they love it!"
"He had a ball! ‘Come and meet my new friend, his name is Kendrick!’ was the first thing he said when we saw him at the end of camp. He has always been a bit shy to start with, but after having some initial hesitation on the first night, he wants to go back again!"

COST? $60 per child. There are full sponsorships available to some on application ($60 is only 43% of the full price), and will be met through subsidies received through fundraising efforts and Kids of Gold sponsors. Bendigo Bank, Bunnings and the Shire of Yarra Ranges support our cause as much as they are able.

CONTACT - Enquiries/prebooking to ‘Kids of Gold’ on 0418 170 027 (Jenny) or 9737. 9475 (Gary) or 0415 427 396 (Gary).

KIDS OF GOLD, 323 MONBULK RD SILVAN VIC 3795
ABN 57 327 231 83